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Of  the hundreds of  inspirational quotes that Chris Maughan has 
stumbled upon over the years, it is not the least bit surprising that he 
chooses the above, as his favourite.

For unbeknown to many, Chris’s journey to entrepreneurial success has 
been far from simple. He has overcome life-changing obstacles since the 
tender age of  fourteen; and is now globally recognised as a leader in the 
short-term rental sector. This is precisely why he has been the perfect 
protagonist for the very first Unspoken Story, of  this series.

Because, in a world where we are often distracted by the flashiness of  
digital media and a businessperson’s material success, I cannot help but 
wonder how many raw, real-life stories are left unshared.

Whilst Chris Maughan’s thriving businesses are rightfully celebrated 
across the hospitality industry today, I wonder how many know of  his 
numerous nights spent sleeping on the floor of  a tiny, studio room; or 
of  his battles against financial instability and borderline self-destruction. 
Surely, such first-hand experiences teach lessons that are (far) greater in 
value, than anything else?

It is a classic case of  “the journey always being more important than the destination”. 
And if  you have ever questioned this ideology before, I suspect that you 
will change your mind after reading this entrepreneur’s phenomenal 
Unspoken Story.

The details shared over the course of  the next few pages have never been 
publicised before. Rest assured, they have been salvaged from Chris’s 
honest memory; and so, I thank him for his time and sincerity.

Neely

“COURAGE IS NOT ABOUT BEING UNAFRAID. 
IT IS ABOUT BEING AFRAID, 

AND DOING IT ANYWAY”.
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It is not unusual to hear how a single moment can change the 
entire trajectory of  a person’s life. 

For Chris, this life-changing event was plagued with unforeseen 
tragedy. At the age of  fourteen, the entrepreneur lost his father 
to a sudden heart attack, leaving him in complete devastation. 

During a time when learning how to deal with emotional trauma 
was scarce (if  not, non-existent), a young Chris was left to deal 
with this heartbreaking loss on his own. And whilst a dear uncle 
had quickly become a father figure to him, Chris was regularly 
reminded to step into the shoes of  the “man of  the house” and look 
after his family. A responsibility, that any young shoulders would 
have struggled to bear.

Till the age of  sixteen, Chris floated around in a sea of  despair, 
without any real sense of  direction. He was conditioned into 
never making the “mistake” of  victimising himself; and as a 
result, felt isolated and confused. A natural introvert, the then, 
young boy gradually began to explore his entrepreneurial side; 
which helped him escape from the default survival-mode that he 
had fall into. He often bought flowers from a wholesale supplier 
and cleverly turned them into attractive hanging baskets, and sold 
them at car boot sales for a higher price. 

It soon became apparent that Chris was naturally  good at 
making deals (and never afraid of  making money); but the real 
wake-up call occurred when he landed a part-time job at a local 
luxury health club.

The First Light, 
After Dark
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 Rather than spending weekends at the cinema or with his friends, 
Chris spent his free Saturdays and Sundays networking with 
business owners, many of  whom were self-made millionaires. In 
his words, working at the luxury health club provided Chris with 
the “perfect platform” to ask questions and learn about the lives 
and livelihoods of  successful people. 

After relishing the rewards of  direct access to 150 multi-
millionaires at the health club, Chris was keen to begin working 
himself  and replicate some of  the 
success he had seen first-hand. He 
began with a sales and marketing role 
at Swallow Hotels (now known as 
The Marriot) and modestly climbed 
up the career ladder by handing 
out towels to guests during his early 
days; and eventually becoming the 
Health Club Manager. 

With no further promotion to work towards in his current 
position, Chris was then approached by the famous Bannatyne 
Health and Fitness, to become the Sales and Marketing Manager 
for their (back then) soon-to-open club. Bright eyed and bushy 
tailed, Chris grabbed the opportunity with both hands and over 
the course of  four years, became the club’s General Manager. 
Remarkably, the blossoming businessman was only twenty-four 
years-old at this point.

Chris achieved early career success without any prior experience 
in similar roles. His readiness to learn and ability to turn 
challenges into opportunities played a fundamental part in this. 
In fact, it is likely that long before Chris even understood what 
“mindset” was, he subconsciously exercised his own mindset from 
an early age, to work to his advantage. 
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Cannes Do

You could argue that the universe had already decided Chris Maughan’s 
fate; because during his time as a General Manager for Bannatyne Health 
Club, the company decided to consider opening a new club in the South 
of  France. This decision ultimately became Chris’s one-way ticket to 
Cannes.

Admittedly, Chris “fell in love” with the beautiful resort town on the 
French Riviera; and was drawn-in by its people and sumptuous culture. 
Eventually, when Duncan Bannatyne called Chris to explain that he 
should now return to the North of  England, as it was not the right time to 
open a new club in Cannes, Chris made the brave decision of  staying put. 
It was the year 2000 and in a moment of  astounding brashness, Chris had 
decided that he would utilise all the knowledge he had picked-up about 
the industry to date; and set-up his own short-term rental business.

His decision was mocked; and his abilities, doubted – but having 
networked with vast numbers of  multi-millionaires by now, Chris had 
learned that sometimes, success requires the brave to “take a plunge”. 
And that is precisely, what this entrepreneur-in-the-making was doing. 
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Of  course, making the decision (however courageous it was), was only the 
beginning of  Chris’s riveting business journey. He was shrewd enough to 
identify a gap in Cannes’ corporate STR market but had no means and 
very little resources to start a business, from scratch.

Funds were practically, non-existent; and without this, Chris was unable 
to secure an office space, a basic website, properties, and employees. 
The self-starter could not even speak the country’s native language; and 
therefore, could only really rely on his novel idea and whatever resilience 
he’d mustered up by now.

The goal seemed afar; however, as clear as day. Chris knew exactly what 
he was working towards, but nobody could have predicted the struggle 
and the enervation that he had yet to endure.
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Many continued to advise that Cannes 
was a saturated market as Chris went 
about setting up his first short-term 
rental business. 

But the words of  one of  the health club 
members back in England kept ringing 

in Chris’s ears, “There’s always room for the best”. And so, he reminded 
himself  of  this daily; and adopted a solid go-getting mindset.

Upon realising the gap in the market (there was a need for a luxury 
corporate rental agency in Cannes), Chris started off by analysing his 
competition. He whittled down five of  the top STR agencies who were 
operating in the South of  France at the time; and within two months, 
became convinced that he would be able to deliver better. 

However, understanding that knowledge is in fact, not power; but rather, 
the execution of  knowledge is, Chris wasted no time in taking action. 
Thanks to his in-depth research and analysis, he could clearly identify 
what exactly he needed, in order to get the ball rolling. 

There’s Always Room
For the Best
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There was an immediate need for a well-functioning website that focused 
specifically on corporate rentals. Chris learned in the early stages of  his 
business set-up that “rentals” and “corporate rentals” in the STR sector 
were actually miles apart; and his business required a website that show-
cased this (as well as his idea of  a luxury brand) perfectly. 

Needless to say, building an attractive website with little-to-no funds is 
tricky business. This is where Chris leaned on his ability of  negotiating 
impressive deals, like the days of  the car boot sales when he was a thrifty 
teenager.

In a creative and frankly, genius manner, Chris orchestrated a deal that 
became a win-win solution for everybody involved; and above all, got him 
the website that he needed. He convinced a website developer to agree to 
build his website from scratch, in return for a stay at a luxurious serviced 
accommodation apartment, in the heart of  Cannes. 

The property owner (who would grant this free stay to the website 
developer) was promised to be a top-listing on AES Accommodation’s 
new website, for an entire year; and remains one of  AES’s valued clients, 
twenty years on. This was a person who believed in Chris’s passion and 
unrivalled skillset since the very beginning-and helped Chris learn the 
massive benefits of  contra-deals and how he could continue to set these 
up; and grow his business, ethically. 

1/ A Business Website

The Making of
AES Accomodation
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Determined to stick to the image and clientele he had in mind, Chris only 
sought properties that fitted the business’s specific criteria. 

This was no easy game. In the early noughties, the vast majority of  
property owners in Cannes were not “corporate minded” and educating 
them on the return of  a 10 to 20k investment (for refurbing their 
properties) proved to be a challenge for Chris.

However, in light of  this, “AES Design” was born, a sister brand under 
AES’s umbrella company, where Marie managed the redesign and 
refurb of  the selected properties. By this point, Marie and Chris had 
been dating for a short while; and the couple soon realised that they had 
very similar ambitions and would complement each other well as equal 
business partners.

It certainly helped that Marie was just as passionate as Chris, and had 
a natural eye for design and art. This additional service meant that 
the business generated funds for the design work, and was able to add 
attractive new properties to their own portfolio. 

2/ Luxury Properties
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The goal was to position AES Accommodation as the number one cor-
porate rental agency in Cannes. To achieve this, the business was the first 
of  its kind to advertise on Easy Jet Magazine, whose readers made up 
AES’s target clientele. 

Chris also directly wrote to hundreds of  large companies who he knew 
visited the town of  Cannes for various congresses and festivals. Interest-
ingly, the idea of  writing directly to prospects is a strategy that Chris still 
swears by, today. 

The first two years of  business were slow, but reassuringly steady. Howev-
er, it was an email in the year 2002 that forever transformed Chris’s STR 
business; and his life, as he knew it. 

3/ Marketing
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Landing MTV

During one of  the interviews for this Unspoken Story, Chris 
proudly said, “I will never forget the smile on my face, when I 
created that invoice for $120,000”. And can you blame him? At this 
point, the entrepreneur had just landed MTV as a client, only two 
years after moving to a foreign country and setting his business up, 
from scratch. 

This was undeniably, the result of  sheer hard work. 

The email from MTV arrived on a sunny September’s day in 
2002. The company had requested a proposition of  thirty serviced 
apartments; and at that point, AES only had eighteen (with the 

prospect of  it increasing to twenty, 
over the coming months). 

Nevertheless, Chris took the liberty 
of  creating a dynamite proposal, 
promising thirty luxury serviced 
apartments. The entrepreneur knew 
full-well that if  he landed this deal with 

MTV, he would somehow make it happen, because this was his 
company’s first big break. It was simply, too monumental to lose.

Following countless calls and numerous discussions, AES 
Accommodation secured their first large corporate client; and 
offered MTV forty-five rooms across a range of  palatial properties 
in Cannes. This was a huge springboard for the company and 
Chris rightfully mentioned his partnership with MTV every time 
he pitched for new business. 

All of  a sudden, AES Accommodation became a force-to-be-
reckoned with. The company’s success was growing to be a thing 
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of  wider public knowledge; and unsurprisingly, rubbed competitors 
up the wrong way. Five of   the region’s other short-term rental 
agencies came together and made clear to Chris that they did not 
appreciate him coming into “their space” and taking a generous 
portion of  the market share.
 
Realising that fighting back against the obvious jealousy, was a 
waste of  his time and energy, Chris responded by visiting each 
agency owner in person (with his translator) and inviting them to 
work with AES. He would initiate each conversation by asking the 
owners to show him their “ten best properties” as well as the prices 
for the congresses. The proposal was that Chris would pay upfront 
for the rental of  these properties and add them to AES’s property 
portfolio.

Extraordinarily, the deal was accepted by all five agencies; Chris 
paid $160,000 upfront and added fifty additional properties to his 
books. With a stroke of  genius, the entrepreneur had turned his 
vengeful competitors into loyal peers and AES became a recognised 
player in the short-term rental industry. A collaboration as such 
had never been executed in Cannes before; Chris Maughan was 
certainly making waves.
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From this point, AES Accommodation had carved a clear brand 
identity as a corporate rental agency, offering high-end luxury 
properties. However, in 2005 the business was set for further 
growth when MTV approached them again; this time for large 
villas, for events. 

Of  course, Chris welcomed this opportunity with open arms, 
despite never having offered anything like this before. 

But off-the-back of  MTV’s request, AES Events was launched; and 
the company started renting out villas and event venues, as well as 
STR properties. That same year, AES Events catered for the MTV 
Villa Party rental, during the renowned Cannes Film Festival. 
This  further proved to Chris just how impactful self-belief actually 
is in business; and that when an opportunity arises, the best thing to 
do is take action (and figure out the details in the process).

The AES brand became known far and wide. Corporate clients 
with large amounts of  money to spend were all reaching out to 
Chris’s business; from the likes of  FOX, Disney, Paramount 
Pictures, Ogilvy, and Cushman & Wakefield. The brand could see 
no end to their increasing success. 
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The Measure  
Of  Success

It is difficult to explain to a person who can barely afford a roof  
over their head that “money does not equal happiness”. But consider, if  
money were the answer to all of  life’s woes, would we ever learn of  
some of  the rich and famous falling into depression and emotional 
instability?

This is not to say that money is the root of  all evil. In fact, Chris 
has always been comfortable with the concept of  making money 
and understanding that in order for a business to survive and grow, 
money is of  course, a prerequisite. The entrepreneur admits that 
he once believed money to be the key to success; but from the year 
2005 when his business was reaching phenomenal heights, his 
sentiments changed.

At this point, amid the reigning success of  AES Accommodation 
and Events, Chris was silently suffering from anxiety and feelings 
of  isolation. He suffered numerous panic attacks as a result of  
increasing pressure, and an inner-fear of  growth.

Unable to share his emotions, Chris bottled them up and buried 
his head in the sand. A reaction, which in his own words today, 
was “a bad idea”. 

Now in a long-term relationship, 
Chris and Marie were having 
discussions about moving in together. 
This proposal came with two young 
girls, (aged four and five at the time) 
who Marie quite clearly described as 
“part of  the package”.
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There was no questioning that Chris was committed to Marie for 
the long-haul. But the idea of  stepping up as a partner and father 
figure would terrify any man; and Chris was already under a lot 
of  stress.

Despite being told that it was “too soon” by others, Chris was 
quick to jump into his new life with both feet. The entrepreneur 
took immense pleasure in committing to his family and as a result, 
became even more determined to grow AES, to its fullest potential. 
Many sleepless nights were spent contemplating on the balcony 
of  the family’s two-bedroom apartment; where Chris relentlessly 
brainstormed ideas about making AES a formidable leader across 
the industry. 

The couple stuck with the continual development of  AES and 
were of  invaluable support to each other. Family days were spent 
cleaning apartments together, checking-in corporate guests, and 
hand-preparing welcome baskets (which even the children had 
a dabble at). That entire period, as Chris remembers, was an 
emotional rollercoaster, brimming with ups-and-downs as you 
would find in the early stages of  any business. 
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In retrospect, the year 2005 was when Chris slowed down. The 
business was heading in the right direction, but the entrepreneur 
soon realised that he had been sucked into a vicious cycle of  self-
sabotage. 

Scarily common among many successful businesspeople, self-
sabotage occurs when a person’s logical conscious mind is at 
loggerheads with the person’s subconscious mind. The latter 
becomes a version of  their “anti-self ”, the critical inner-voice that 
seems to hold a person back and disrupt their efforts. This is usually 
the result of  deeply-rooted fears and insecurities, as Chris learned 
for himself. 

“Being Happy is the Greatest Form of Success”

By December 2006, Chris took his personal development into his 
own hands and started reading about neuroscience, habits, fear, 
life, and emotional mastery. Whilst the pressure and sleepless nights 
still made an appearance, Chris found that studying the human 
brain – and learning how it translates certain emotions – helped 
him manage and understand his own feelings. The entrepreneur 
started making small changes in his personal (and business) life and 
formed the habit of  chasing happiness, which he still believes to be 
the truest form of  success.
 
During the same year of  2006, Chris and Marie purchased their 
first property. This soon became one of  their eighteen properties 
(as it stands today), off-the-back of  bargain buys of  rundown 
properties, either from struggling owners or from repossession 
auctions. As the couple approached early 2007, they had gone “all-
in” into their business; and this time, Chris was liberated of  any 
fears of  failure. 
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Chris’s firm approach of  being more selective with properties and 
taking further calculated risks, was paying off. Shortly after, AES 
moved into a new and improved office space and was operating 
successfully with a team of  nine employees. 

At last, the business and Chris’s personal life was reaching its peak. 
The sacrifices that the businessman had made til this point were 
coming to fruition (whether it was social events he gave up, or any 
kind of  free time). In fact, after years of  sitting at the back of  an 
adult French learning classroom, Chris had finally learned the 
importance of  speaking the country’s native tongue and became 
fluent after a lot of  hard work. 

AES was now turning over an incredible $2 million - in the 
space of  just eight years! However; most importantly, Chris had 
two daughters and a life-partner who was also a phenomenal 
businesswoman, by his side. His family became his purpose, his 
support, and his incontestable motivation.
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He, Who Dares

Over the years, Chris had built himself  an enviable reputation of  
doing things differently. The corporate STR sector in Cannes had been 
monotonous for decades; but with his creative flair (and braver-than-most 
attitude) Chris transformed it into something exciting. Thus, as well as 
being a shrewd businessman, Chris was now forging into an industry 
leader, whom others would begin to look up to for advice and mentorship.

One of  Chris’s most memorable deals was when a client of  his requested 
a “quirky” venue (for an event), which was close to the Palais des 
Festivals. Embracing the challenge in his usual, confident way, Chris 
proceeded to approach the owner of  a café called Croisette Corner; 
where he simply walked in and asked of  the business’s turnover. 

The owner stated his turnover for daily lunches and coffee at around 12k. 
Chris offered him 18k upfront; so long as the owner would leave the café 
for just one week during the famous MIPIM Festival and secure the 
same deal with Chris over a period of  three years (between the year 2006 
and 2008). 

Once Chris and the café owner shook hands on this deal, Chris rented out 
the property to his client for a staggering €90,000,00. A remarkable effort; 
Chris certainly had a knack for selling to large corporates. 

Image from cannesapartmentrentals.com
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Around the same time, Chris started proposing penthouse properties, in a 
market where no other competitor would. On one particular occasion, a 
globally renowned client claimed to like the penthouse Chris had on offer 
but was not keen on the furniture (therefore, stopping them from renting 
the property). 

Adapting to the client’s requests, Chris assured them that his team would 
have all the furniture replaced without even speaking to the property 
owner first. Not that this was an issue for the entrepreneur. He convinced 
the owner to agree to the proposed terms , as it would result in them 
generating close to 50k in just five days. Unsurprisingly, the property 
owner agreed, under the condition that Chris would return the property 
in exactly the same way he had found it. An ethical businessman, Chris 
did indeed, stick to his word.

In this deal, the client paid €140,000,00 
to rent the penthouse and an additional 
€50,000,00 on branding and temporary 
furniture. It seemed that the bigger the clients 
Chris worked with, the more extravagant 
their asks became. But AES never failed to 
deliver. The company quickly became the 
immediate go-to for penthouse owners, all of  

whom who wanted AES to rent out their lucrative properties, so that they 
too could enjoy a slice of  the action. Extraordinary, the business soon 
needed to hire cranes! In order to move and replace furniture, upon a 
wealthy client’s request.

By the time the much-awaited Cannes Lions Festival came round 
(roughly during the same era), Chris counted nine penthouse properties 
which were rented for the week. This was simply unheard of. AES was 
consistently going the extra mile for clients when nobody else would. As 
a result, the company superseded any “conventional” expectations and 
rightfully charged well for the service, too.

Image from cannesapartmentrentals.com
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These aforementioned years had been incredibly fruitful for Chris; 
however, he had suffered more personal losses during this time period. 
When his uncle (his solid father figure) passed away in 2006, and then his 
two best friends in the following year of  2007, the entrepreneur was once 
again, heartbroken.

As Chris had experienced by now, nothing can ever prepare a human 
being for the loss of  a loved one, particularly if  that loss is a result of  
tragic accidents or deeply-seated hardships. Chris’s uncle lost his life in a 
deep-sea diving accident; and of  his two best friends, one was a victim of  
a long-standing battle with cancer; and the other, of  drugs. These were 
people whom Chris had grown up with and truly cared for; their deaths 
reminded the entrepreneur that life in fact is, too short; and one should 
never waste opportunities for the fear of  failure. 

Whilst death became a frequent occurrence in Chris’s life, it taught him 
to become a confident risk-taker, without taking anything for granted.
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The Crash of  2008

Not many can forget the devastating ramifications of  the 2008 crash. The 
year exploded into a financial earthquake; and triggered events that shook 
and brought down global giants.

The Lehman Brothers went bankrupt (and Lehman was the fourth-larg-
est investment bank in the US), and Merrill Lynch, AIG, Freddie Mac, 
HBOS, Royal Bank of  Scotland, Fortis, and Alliance and Leicester all 
came within a whisker of  falling apart; and had to be rescued. 

This phenomenal banking collapse caused calami-
ty that has actually lasted for decades. Nearly every 
business was at risk; one of  which was AES.

“We dropped from 2 million to 800,000 (euros), 
overnight”

It is true that we simply cannot control everything 
that happens to us. Despite meticulous planning and 
extreme caution, life doesn’t ask for a human being’s 
permission, before dealing them a bad hand. 

This was of  course, a lesson Chris learned the hard 
way. The financial crash of  2008 put AES into “terrible times” and the 
entrepreneur admits that the business dropped from 2 million to 800,000 
euros, in what felt like, a heartbeat.

High-ticket clients who would usually attend renowned events such as 
the MIPIM Festival (which had always been fruitful for AES) were now 
calling up to say that they couldn’t pay their balance(s). Chris’s business 
– which he had entirely built from scratch – was rapidly heading towards 
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a downward spiral; and the distraught businessman was forced to make 
numerous difficult decisions.
 
The business gave up its office space and with a heavy heart, Chris laid-
off several staff members, which he now describes as one of  his biggest 
challenges as an entrepreneur. It was as if  AES had backtracked to the 
year 2000, and one can’t help but wonder, how Chris must have felt after 
seeing the well-earned fruits of  his labour, disintegrate. 

Adding to the monumental pressure, was the fact that Chris had bought 
a family home in July 2008 (just 3 months before the financial crash) in 
a beautiful village in the Mougins. Whilst this had always been one of  
Chris’s dreams, managing mortgage payments for the new home, as well 
as five other of  his properties, quickly became a thing of  nightmares. The 
entrepreneur began distancing himself  away from his problems. Even 
though he had all the tools and knowledge to deal with stress and anxiety 
(through his reading), for some reason it was not working; and a distressed 
Chris ignored his problems.
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The lightbulb moment occurred six months later. On a solo evening 
drive, things just “clicked” in Chris’s mind and he decided to rebuild his 
business, in a different way.
 
Some may call this an epiphany or perhaps, the inevitable result of  being 
in business long enough. Regardless of  any explanations, this moment of  
clarity promised to be even more fulfilling for Chris, both in a business 
and personal capacity. 

With long-term stability in mind, the entrepreneur decided not to invest 
heavily anymore. Instead, the business reserved cash, released a number 
of  properties, and cut-back on all overheads. Till this day, AES operates 
with their original, small team (of  2008) and outsources a number of  
projects and tasks to external service providers. Even today, Chris say that 
this change of  plan - which proved to be very successful - simply would 
not have happened without his life and business partner, Marie - who is 
always described as the best strategist he knows!

The process of  this remarkable restructure follow-
ing the financial crash, was slow. However, Chris 
plucked-up the courage to invest in the priorities. 
The business developed a brand-new website and 
spent money on digital advertising, as the likes 
of  Facebook and Twitter were rapidly becoming 
game changers (for brands across the world). Even 

more so, these social media giants were notably showing an interest in 
visiting Cannes, and this was where Chris identified a new opportunity. 

The entrepreneur reached out to the organisers of  the renowned Cannes 
Lions Festival, and told them that he would pay 15% on all clients 
that they would refer to AES. Very quickly, AES became inundated with 
enquiries; and Chris began travelling to New York and Los Angeles to 
pitch corporate accommodation, event venues, and event management 
to Twitter, Facebook, and Google. 

Image from cannesapartmentrentals.com
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In 2009, just a few months after the worst of  the economic crash, AES 
landed their first ever half  a million euros contract. This paved the 
way for a journey, far bigger than Chris and his team had ever experi-
enced before. Bigger clients were approaching AES with bigger budgets; 
the formidable hospitality business was back. 

This time, with solid plans to stay.
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Carving a Legacy

By 2010, Chris was soaring as an entrepreneur; and over the next 
three years, AES went from having 110 properties, to a remarkable 190 
properties, under its belt. The decision of  relocating to Cannes was at 
last, proving to be a successful one, and the entrepreneur continued to 
position himself  as a formidable industry leader.

As well as his work in the short-term rental sector, Chris founded a 
company called Riviera Property Network. This real estate listing 
platform was built from scratch, after Chris encountered several problems 
himself, whilst trying to find a property of  his own. The market, from the 
businessman’s eyes, was crowded with platforms that were not built for 
native English speakers (nor simple to use); and so, he decided to take the 
matter into his hands and launch a company that fulfilled an increasing 
need.

This action-taking attitude quite literally, paid off. In early 2012, Riviera 
Property Network was bought by a larger French property portal for an 
eight figure sum; and was therefore, the first time Chris experienced 
extreme wealth.
 
The growing success of  AES and selling Riviera Property Network 
allowed Chris to purchase more properties for his own portfolio. To date, 
the entrepreneur now owns nineteen mortgage-free apartments across 
the South of  France; something he would have only dreamed of  in his 
early teens. To add to this, Chris became an angel investor for young 
start-ups; and began “giving back” to the short-term rental sector and the 
business world, at large. 

Alas, the entrepreneur had survived numerous, gruelling business 
challenges; and thrived even after the financial crash. There was no 
stopping him now. 
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“Over the Moon is an Understatement” 

As human beings, it is nearly impossible for us to have eidetic memories. 
But every so often, there come moments in life, which become etched in 
our brains, forever. Usually because they trigger emotions (at their highest 
peak); and we can never really compare those feelings, to anything else. 

Such was the case with Chris on January 12th, 2013, when his beloved 
partner, Marie, announced that she was expecting a baby boy. Thinking 
that it was “never going to happen”, Chris was overjoyed with the reality 
of  becoming a father, once more. Needless to say, this equipped the en-
trepreneur with even greater purpose; and a goal to leave a legacy behind 
for his children. 

The year 2013 continued to blossom in the most remarkable ways. AES 
was offered the opportunity to pitch for a Spotify contract worth 600,000 
euros, against three other short-term rental agents. The brief  included 
providing accommodation for 100 hundred business executives, as well 
as event venue and event support. Taking the challenge in his stride once 
again, Chris flew to Los Angeles were he went head-to-head with other 
well-known service providers. Six weeks later, he received written confir-
mation that AES had won the deal. 

As months went by, Chris was beginning to realise the value of  hard work 
and relentlessness, more and more. Often, he reminded himself  of  the 
belief  that, success on your own terms is the biggest reward; and failure 
on your own terms, is much easier to accept. And so, Chris Maughan 
continued to make brave and bold decisions (and actioned every one of  
his plans). This even included moving into the yacht charters space – 
which proved to be extremely lucrative – and continuing to deliver the 
best, until AES became the leading STR brand, in Cannes. 
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When Airbnb first set-up in August 
2008, online travel agencies were already 
well-known in the short-term rental sec-
tor (with the likes of  Booking.com run-
ning successfully since the year 1996). 

However, the rapid growth of  Airbnb 
transformed the STR landscape, as more 
and more operators began listing their 
properties on OTAs. All too quickly, the 
idea of  renting-out properties seemed so 
easy; and there was next-to-no  “barrier 
to entry” in the short-term rental market. 

Whilst this was good news for the sector’s growth, it posed numerous risks 
for travellers and property managers, from the off-set. The STR space 
was not short of  opportunities; however, what it lacked (and unbelievably 
so), was regulations. 

This meant that the sector was unknowingly welcoming holiday rental 
fraud; and devastation for thousands of  travellers worldwide. 

Sadly, Chris saw the horrific impact of  holiday rental fraud first-hand, 
in 2014. 

A family contacted the entrepreneur’s agency on one unfortunate day, 
explaining that they were stranded in Cannes, without any money. This 
innocent family (which included three young children) had become vic-
tims of  ruthless, fraudulent activity. It turned out, that the STR property 
that they had booked online did not exist; and they were left £1500 
out-of-pocket. 

I-PRAC
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Now an established industry leader, Chris offered the family one of  his 
own apartments free-of-charge, in an effort to salvage their much-awaited 
holiday. But whilst the family were extremely grateful for Chris’s generous 
gesture, it did not deter from the fact that they had been scammed, and 

emotionally traumatised. 

“It’s not easy to see a grown man 
cry, and three innocent young chil-
dren disappointed on their family 
holiday. I knew I had to do some-
thing. For this family, travellers 
worldwide; and a sector that has 
served me so well”. 

Unable to forget the trauma caused to this innocent family, Chris delved 
deeper into the issue of  holiday rental fraud, and was horrified with what 
he found. 

Fraudsters had clawed their way into a terrifying opportunity. All over the 
world, travellers were being duped by fake holiday listings, fake websites, 
and fake reviews. And to Chris’s disbelief, there was not a single regu-
lating body (or legal guidelines) in place, that verified short-term rental 
properties and property managers. Trust in the STR was non-existent; 
and travellers were practically playing a vicious lottery game, every time 
they booked a holiday. 

Chris had now been working in the short-term rental sector for nearly 
two decades; and had all the knowledge, tools, and resources to launch a 
business that would protect travellers, and legitimate business operators 
alike. In the year 2016, the entrepreneur founded I-PRAC. A global 
verification and membership platform, which would revolutionise the 
short-term rental sector, for the better.
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This was a time when Chris could have easily taken a back seat and en-
joyed the fruits of  his labour, after working relentlessly for many years. 
But the industry leader had bigger plans; and invested a quarter of  a 
million euros of  his own money, to launch I-PRAC and make its accredi-
tation globally-recognised, across the short-term rental sector. 

Chris was no longer just a businessman. His admirable and selfless work 
had now turned him into a thought leader, a trial blazer; and an example 
to all his successors in the hospitality industry. 
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Spoken Truths

It has taken a while to get here; but the journey has been worthwhile.

Chris’s spectacular Unspoken Story is now a collection of  spoken truths, 
which people of  any background, ability, and creed can take inspiration 
from.

Today, the entrepreneur continues to oversee his businesses, which 
remain 100% owned by himself  and Marie, despite them being offered 
VC funding in 2016. For a long while, Chris was determined to control 
all business operations and the company culture himself, without the 
interference of  a third-party. Considering that he has set-up his legacies 
from scratch, this hardly comes as a surprise. Although, the entrepreneur 
has most recently explained that he is happy to “leave the door open” 
for funding for his current businesses (particularly I-PRAC), if  this 
would ethically leverage growth, and solve the sector’s problem faster; as 
problem-solving has always been the fundamental goal.

To date, AES Accommodation owns sister companies AES Events, 
AES Design, and CMCKO Property; and reaches an annual turnover 
of  15 million. With all its assets across nineteen properties owned, AES 
was worth a staggering 18 million in 2019; and continues to show signs of  
growth; even during the coronavirus pandemic. 

Of  course, Chris’s self-made success spans far beyond AES. Since its in-
ception, his brain-baby I-PRAC is on-target to reaching 45000 members 
by the end of  the year 2020. The company rolled out a phenomenal 
COVID-19 initiative earlier this year, where it invested 2 million euros 
into the short-term rental industry; and has already been featured on the 
likes of BBC documentaries and ITV’s This Morning.
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However, big figures do not define this entrepreneur, as impressive as they 
may be. If  you ever wonder where you can find Chris these days, do 
not be surprised to see him serving hot meals to the homeless at Soup 
Kitchens every Christmas, or building schools in deprived areas of  Africa, 
where his wife and children are always at-hand to support. 

Unbeknown to the wider public, Chris gives back to the community in 
countless ways. From speaking at schools about entrepreneurship and 
mental health, to getting involved with the British Heart Foundation 
due to his father’s death of  a heart attack, this industry leader has re-
mained humble; and not once, forgotten his roots. 

It is all-too-easy to type an entrepreneur’s name into a search engine bar, 
or simply read their bio on LinkedIn. But how often do we pause to con-
sider the “person” behind the accolades and achievements? How often 
do we reflect upon their journey and respective hardships, challenges, 
and struggles? Even today, Chris continues to work on his personal devel-
opment and openly states that mental health (and mental wellbeing) is an 
immensely large part of  his life. 

There is no guaranteeing what the future holds, and Chris’s 
journey is testament to this. However, what I can be certain of, 
is that the story of  this admirable human being will continue to 
evolve; and capture the minds and hearts of  many more, bud-
ding business leaders. 

Chris Maughan, a credit to the short-term rental sector; and 
the world, at large. 



Email: chris@i-prac.com
Linkedin: chrismaughan1
Website: i-prac.com

Connect With Chris

mailto:chris%40i-prac.com%20?subject=
http://i-prac.com
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